Inside Outreach
What's new? January & February 2018

Large Print Fiction

**Y is for yesterday** by Sue Grafton M
**Exposed** by Lisa Scottoline M
**Texas Feirce** by Janet Daily R
**Thief's mark** by Carla Neggers F
**Secrets in death** by J.D. Robb M
**Never Never** by James Patterson M
**Distant view of Everything** by Alexander McCall Smith F

**Promise of Dawn** by Loraine Snelling R
**Charlatans** by Robin Cook F
**Hells Half Acher** by William Johnstone W
**Map of the heart** by Susan Wigg R
**The Right Time** by Danielle Steel R
**Unshakeable Trust** by Joyce Meyer F

**Proof of life** by J. A. Jance M
**Room of White Fire** by T. Jefferson F
**Color of Fear** by Marcia Muller M
**Gathering Threads** by Cindy Woodsmall F
**Together** by Linda Lael Miller R
**Miss D & Me** by Kathryn Sermak F
**Cherished Mercy** by Tracie Peterson F

**You Say it First** by Susan Mallery R

**Sleeping Beauty Kill** by Mary Higgins Clark M
**Home all Along** by Beth Wiseman F

**Summer that made Us** by Robin Carr R
**An Echo of Murder** by Anne Perry M
**Holly and ivy** by Fern Michaels F
**To be Where You Are** by Jan Karon F
**Turkey Trot Murder** by Leslie Meier M
**Witches Tree** by MC Beaton M

**Column of fire** by Ken Follet F
**Sleeping Beauties** by Stephen King M

**Winter Solstice** by Erin Hilderbrand F
**Christmas with My Cowboy** by Diana Palmer R

**Fairytale** by Danielle Steel R
**Scribe** by Antonio Garrido F
**Proof of Life** by JA Jance M

**Secrets in Death** by JD Robb M
**Haunted** by James Patterson M
**Enigma** by Catharine Coulter F

**Sleeping Beauties** by Stephen King M
**Don’t Let Go** by Harlan Coben M
**Painted Queen** by Elizabeth Peters F

**Family Lawyer** by James Patterson M

**Holly & Ivy** by Fern Michaels F

**Second Chance Girl** by Susan Mallery R
**Baby Blue Rip Off** by Max Collins F
**Origin** by Dan Brown M

**Rooster Bar** by John Grisham M

**Quick & Dirty** by Stuart Woods M

**How the Finch Stole Christmas** by Donna Andrews M

**Baby it’s Christmas** by Susan Mallery R

**Lilac Lane** by Sherryl Woods R

**Curtin of Death** by WEB Griffin M

Audio Books on CD

**Winter Solstice** by Erin Hilderbrand F

**Christmas with My Cowboy** by Diana Palmer R

**Fairytale** by Danielle Steel R
**Scribe** by Antonio Garrido F
**Proof of Life** by JA Jance M

**Secrets in Death** by JD Robb M
**Haunted** by James Patterson M
**Enigma** by Catharine Coulter F

**Sleeping Beauties** by Stephen King M
**Don’t Let Go** by Harlan Coben M
**Painted Queen** by Elizabeth Peters F

**Family Lawyer** by James Patterson M

**Holly & Ivy** by Fern Michaels F

**Second Chance Girl** by Susan Mallery R
**Baby Blue Rip Off** by Max Collins F
**Origin** by Dan Brown M

**Rooster Bar** by John Grisham M

**Quick & Dirty** by Stuart Woods M

**How the Finch Stole Christmas** by Donna Andrews M

**Baby it’s Christmas** by Susan Mallery R

**Lilac Lane** by Sherryl Woods R

**Curtin of Death** by WEB Griffin M

**Book Of Henry**

**War of the Planet of the Apes**

**Zookeeper’s Wife**

DVD’S
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Why did the gingerbread man go to the doctors?… He was feeling crummy.
What do you get when you cross a snowman with a vampire?… Frostbite
What did the gingerbread man put on his bed?… A cookie sheet!
How does one snowman greet another snowman?… Ice to meet you.
What kind of money snowmen use in the North Pole?… Cold cash!
Where does a snowman keep his money?… In a snow bank.
What is the snowman’s breakfast?… Frosted flakes!
What do snowmen like to do on the weekend?… Chill out.
What does Jack Frost like best about school?… Snow and tell.
What did one snowman say to the other snowman?… Do you smell carrots?
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A few notes from Outreach

1. If you have any extra blue bags at home could you send them in. We are running low.

2. Please remember to put your name on your request form.

3. No postage is need to send in you yellow request form it is free

Just a note to say thank you to the family of Elizabeth Swem for having money sent to NCLS Outreach in lieu of flowers at the time of her passing.

Please know that you to can have donations sent to NCLS Outreach in lieu of flower just ask your funeral director.
A great big THANK YOU